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ABSTRACT
Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) has emerged as an alternative to next-
generation main memories. Although many tree indices have been
proposed for NVM, they generally use B+-tree-like structures. To
further improve the performance of NVM-aware indices, we con-
sider integrating learned indexes into NVM. The challenges of such
an integration are two fold: (1) existing NVM indices rely on small
nodes to accelerate insertions with crash consistency, but learned
indices use huge nodes to obtain a flat structure. (2) the node struc-
ture of learned indices is not NVM friendly, meaning that accessing
a learned node will cause multiple NVM block misses. Thus, in this
paper, we propose a new persistent learned index called PLIN. The
novelty of PLIN lies in four aspects: an NVM-aware data placement
strategy, locally unordered and globally ordered leaf nodes, a model
copy mechanism, and a hierarchical insertion strategy. In addition,
PLIN is proposed for the NVM-only architecture, which can support
instant recovery. We also present optimistic concurrency control
and fine-grained locking mechanisms to make PLIN scalable to
concurrent requests. We conduct experiments on real persistent
memory with various workloads and compare PLIN with APEX,
PACtree, ROART, TLBtree, and Fast&Fair. The results show that
PLIN achieves 2.08x higher insertion performance and 4.42x higher
query performance than its competitors on average. Meanwhile,
PLIN only needs ∼30 `s to recover from a system crash.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The advance in main memory databases and near-memory big
data processing calls for new memory technologies. Recently,
Non-Volatile Memory (NVM), such as Phase Change Memory
(PCM) [19], STT-MRAM [29], ReRAM [46], and Optane Persistent
Memory [9, 13, 40], has offered an alternative to the next-generation
main memories. Accordingly, many studies have proposed to re-
visit the key modules in database engines to make them NVM-
aware, including indexing [7, 15, 24–26, 28], join processing [30, 37],
and buffer management [43, 44].

Regarding NVM-aware indices, most of existing studies proposed
to improve the conventional B+-tree to make it NVM friendly. One
approach is to adopt an unordered node design in the B+-tree [5]
and use data structures such as bitmap, slot array [6], or finger-
print [33] in nodes to mark the validity of slots and the order of
keys. With this strategy, a newly inserted key to the B+-tree can
be written to any free slot without moving other data in the node,
thus reducing the number of CLWB and SFENCE instructions. An-
other approach is to keep the data ordered and move the data in
nodes one by one when inserting a key. It does not need CLWB and
SFENCE instructions when moving data in the same cacheline [14].
So far, most existing NVM-aware indices use small nodes, e.g., 256
bytes, because the current commercial NVM product, Intel Optane
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DC persistent memory, accesses data at a block granularity of 256
bytes [24, 40]. Thus, the height of a tree index will become high
when facing large datasets, which will worsen the read and write
performance. For example, the height of the B+-tree with the 256-
byte node size will be over 8 when 100 million keys are loaded.
Since the current read latency of NVM is still higher than that of
DRAM [9, 40], a high tree height will lead to a long traversal path
and extra NVM accesses.

Recently, an emerging index structure, learned index [18],
promises better read/write performance and space efficiency than
conventional tree indices. A learned index can sense the distribution
pattern of data and locate the storage position of a key by model
inference inside nodes. The node size of a learned index is much
larger than that of B+-tree, and each node can store thousands
to hundreds of thousands of keys [42]. Therefore, the shape of a
learned index is much flat, which usually has only two or three
layers. Although the nodes of a learned index are large, they can
quickly narrow down the search to tens of slots by model infer-
ence. Because of high space efficiency and search performance, the
learned index has been one of the hottest research fields in the
database community in recent years [10–12, 31, 38, 42].

1.2 Motivation
Therefore, an intuitive idea is to employ the learned-index approach
to further improve the performance of NVM-aware indices. How-
ever, current NVM-aware indices do not consider machine learning.
In addition, the existing crash-consistency schemes for NVM-aware
indices are efficient only for small nodes but have high write costs
for huge nodes that are common in a learned index. On the other
hand, existing learned indices are not NVM friendly. Currently,
learned indices mainly run on DRAM, but porting a learned index
to NVM will degrade write performance. For example, as reported
by previous work [4], simply implementing the state-of-the-art
learned index ALEX [10] on NVMwill lower the write performance
by more than 80%. This is mainly because the node structure of ex-
isting learned indices is not NVM friendly. For instance, accessing a
node of a learned index requires first fetching the model parameters
in the node header, which needs an extra NVM block access; next,
a local search is performed based on the predicted position, which
will also cause multiple NVM block accesses. Therefore, current
learned indices usually have low efficiency on NVM.

To the best of our knowledge, there is only one recent work called
APEX [25] that has noticed the necessity of re-visiting learned
indices for NVM. APEX is toward the hybrid memory architecture
composed of NVM and DRAM. It uses several DRAM structures to
maintain metadata information of the index. We noted that such
a design would have high latency of crash recovery because all
DRAM structures are required to be re-built during a crash. We
implemented APEX and measured its recovery time, and the results
are shown in Fig. 1. We can see that APEX needs about 1,700 ms
for resuming throughput from a system crash in the single-thread
environment. While evaluated in the multi-thread environment,
APEX also costs about 160 ms for recovery.

Therefore, to offer instant recovery for learned indices on NVM,
we turn to the NVM-only memory structure. Although current
NVM products show a bit worse read/write performance than

Figure 1: The recovery performance of APEX.

DRAM, it is reported that the next-generation NVM will deliver a
high bandwidth comparable to DRAM, e.g., Intel has announced that
its Optane 300 series has a 3-4 GB/s random I/O bandwidth and a 6-8
GB/s sequential I/O bandwidth. On the other hand, how to use NVM
in memory hierarchy is still an open issue. While some indices were
toward the DRAM+NVM-based hybrid architecture [7, 24, 33, 45],
others focused on the NVM-only architecture [1, 6, 14, 15, 26, 28].
So far, both research directions are worth studying, and there is no
evidence that one will dominate the future memory architecture.
Notably, our study is the first one addressing the learned indices
on the NVM-only architecture.

1.3 Our Contributions
In this paper, we propose a persistent learned index called PLIN
(Persistent Learned INdex), which is toward the NVM-only archi-
tecture. PLIN aims to reduce the crash consistency cost of write
operations and improve the efficiency of NVM block usage while
maintaining the advantages of learned indices. It is also designed to
offer instant recovery support for a system crash. Specifically, PLIN
adopts several new designs, including NVM-aware data placement,
locally unordered and globally ordered leaf nodes, model copy, and
hierarchical insertion. It also uses optimistic concurrency control
and fine-grained locking to support concurrent operations. Briefly,
we make the following contributions in this paper.
• We devise a novel learned index structure for PLIN to make it

NVM friendly. First, PLIN uses an NVM-aware data placement
strategy in the nodes to ensure that only one NVM block is
accessed for each request. Second, PLIN adopts the locally un-
ordered and globally ordered policy to organize leaf nodes. Thus,
it can avoid additional data movements caused by insertions
while maintaining the high search performance of learned in-
dices. Third, PLIN maintains the model parameters of a node in
the parent node to avoid extra NVM block accesses. (Section 3)

• We detail the algorithms of the operations on PLIN, including
query, upsert, delete, bulk load, and recovery. We demonstrate
that the algorithms can reduce the number of NVM block ac-
cesses and ensure instant recovery. Particularly, we propose a
hierarchical insertion strategy for PLIN, including deterministic
insertion for leaf nodes, opportunistic insertion for bottom inner
nodes, and no insertion for other inner nodes. The opportunistic
insertion strategy is implemented with the bulk rebuilding of
inner nodes, which can avoid costly data movement. (Section 4)
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• We implement concurrency control to ensure the scalability of
PLIN. To be more specific, we adopt an optimistic concurrency-
control scheme to achieve reader-writer coordination and a fine-
grained locking technique to achieve writer-writer coordination.
We also use amulti-level lockingmechanism to support leaf-node
splitting and inner-node rebuilding. (Section 5)

• We conduct experiments on a server with real Intel Optane DC
persistentmemory and compare PLINwith state-of-the-art NVM-
oriented indices, includingAPEX [25], PACtree [15], ROART [28],
TLBtree [26, 27], and Fast&Fair [14], on various workloads. The
experimental results show that PLIN has higher read and write
performance than its competitors. Particularly, the read andwrite
performance of PLIN is 4.49 times and 2.40 times higher than
compared indices on average. Meanwhile, PLIN only needs ∼30
`s to recover from a system crash. (Section 6)

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 NVM-Oriented Tree Indices
The Intel Optane DC persistent memory is the first commercial
NVM. It has the following important characteristics that influence
the design of indices on it. First, since NVM exchanges data directly
with the CPU cache, crash consistency for data needs to be recon-
sidered [36]. Second, the Intel Optane DC persistent memory is
accessed at a block granularity of 256 bytes [24, 40]. Third, it has a
higher read latency and a lower bandwidth than DRAM [40].

To ensure crash consistency, a commonly used solution is to
use a CLWB instruction to write CPU cachelines back to the NVM
after each write instruction and then to use an SFENCE instruction
to isolate subsequent write instructions [20, 36]. However, the in-
sert operations in the B+-tree will cause data movements, which
require multiple NVM write instructions invoking many CLWB and
SFENCE instructions, which becomes the main cost of the crash con-
sistency in B+-tree-like indices. Recent work has proposed a variety
of approaches to reduce this cost, such as selective persistence [41],
unordered leaf nodes [5], slot arrays [6], fingerprints [33], toler-
ating transient inconsistent states [14], batch updating [45], and
speculative data movements [24].

For example, accessing an unordered node requires scanning the
entire node, while tolerating transient inconsistent states requires
moving data one by one within the node when handling insert
operations, both of which are positively related in cost to the node
size. Recent studies have shown that setting the node size of the
B+-tree to 256 bytes, which is the access granularity of the Intel
Optane DC persistent memory, is a good choice [24, 27]. Therefore,
existing NVM-oriented B+-trees usually have a high tree height
and a long traversal path.

So far, NVM-oriented indices can be classified into two types.
The first type is for the NVM+DRAM hybrid memory architec-
ture [7, 24, 33, 45], while the second type is for the NVM-only
architecture. The indices for hybrid memory place the inner nodes
in DRAM and the leaf nodes in NVM. However, since the inner
nodes are not persistent, they need to rebuild the inner nodes dur-
ing recovery. On the other hand, the indices for the NVM-only
architecture place the entire index in NVM [1, 3, 14–16, 26, 28],
which can offer instant recovery. At present, both directions are
worth investigating, depending on the advance of the future NVM.

2.2 Learned Indices
The idea of the learned index is to use machine learning models
instead of traditional index structures. The first learned index is RMI
(Recursive Model Index) [18], which is a hierarchical model structure
consisting of multiple models [34]. Each model in the RMI takes a
key as input and returns a position. The output of the upper layer
model is used to select the model of the next layer, and the output
of the last layer model is used as the output of RMI. Compared
with traditional indices, learned indices have lower space costs and
higher query performance [31].

However, RMI has some drawbacks. First, RMI uses a simple
uniform data partition strategy that cannot sense the data distribu-
tion during the learning phase. In the worst case, the data range
cannot be fitted well by the given model, which will lead to a large
maximum error of the model and increase the local search cost.
Some recently learned indices use a bottom-up data segmentation
strategy [11, 12, 17, 42]. This strategy performs a segmented fitting
algorithm, which can complete data partitioning and model fitting
by scanning the dataset in only one trip in a sequential manner. For
example, PGM-index [11] uses a piecewise linear approximation
algorithm called OptimalPLR [39], which guarantees the maximum
error of each model is less than a user-specified threshold. In addi-
tion, unlike RMI which only stores keys in leaf nodes, most existing
learned indices also store keys in inner nodes to ensure that the pre-
dictions of the upper layer models are immediately corrected and
to avoid errors being amplified at the bottom layer [10, 12, 38, 42].
The learned index discussed in this paper also stores keys at each
layer. Second, RMI does not support insertions because: (1) model
retraining is costly; (2) insertions lead to model failure; and (3) the
nodes in a learned index have a large amount of data, and insertions
can lead to expensive data movement costs.

To solve problem (1), a common solution is to use simple models
such as linear regression. To solve problem (2) and problem (3),
existing solutions are mainly divided into out-of-place and in-place
insertions. The out-of-place insertion is to write the new keys into a
buffer and perform a bulk merge when the buffer is full [12, 35]. The
performance of the buffer strategy is affected by the buffer size [42].
Another out-of-place insertion strategy is to use multi-level global
buffers [11], which is similar to LSM-tree [32]. This strategy has
good write performance but poor read performance because multi-
ple buffers must be traversed for each query. The in-place insertion
is to reduce the cost of data movement by redesigning the node
structure. For example, ALEX [10] uses gapped arrays [2] to reduce
the data movements during insertions.

2.3 NVM-oriented Learned Indices
Most of the existing learned indices were proposed for working on
DRAM. It is promising to design an NVM-oriented learned index.
On the one hand, the learned indices have flat structures, which can
solve the problem of the high tree heights of existing NVM-oriented
indices. On the other hand, NVM can make the learned indices
persistent. However, designing an NVM-oriented learned index
requires solving the crash consistency problem and reducing the
high cost of NVM write instructions. In particular, the node size of
a learned index is much larger than the NVM block granularity, and
the data movement cost on NVM is higher than that of DRAM [4].
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Figure 2: The overall index structure of PLIN.

The existing crash consistency solutions for B+-trees, such as the
unordered nodes of wB+-tree [6] and the transient-inconsistency
tolerance of Fast&Fair [14], are based on the assumption of small
nodes, which cannot be directly applied to learned indices.

To the best of our knowledge, APEX [25] is the only NVM-
oriented learned index. It places ALEX [10] on NVM and uses a
probe-and-stash mechanism to reduce the cost of insert operations.
It introduces accelerators that reside in DRAM for storing metadata,
locks, bitmaps, and fingerprints. However, as APEX uses several
DRAM structures to maintain metadata information of the index,
it will lead to high latency of crash recovery because all DRAM
structures are required to be re-built. Unlike APEX, in this paper,
we present the first learned index for the NVM-only architecture,
which can offer instant recovery and reduce DRAM usage.

3 INDEX STRUCTURE OF PLIN
3.1 Overall Structure
PLIN is a learned index designed for NVM-only architecture. All
components of PLIN are preserved in NVM. The index structure of
PLIN is shown in Fig. 2. The leaf and inner nodes are learned nodes,
i.e., a machine learning model is used to accelerate the node search.
PLIN uses a bottom-up recursive approach to build the index, so
it is a balanced tree. PLIN fits the dataset using the OptimalPLR
algorithm [39], and each node holds a linear regression model. All
models are monotonically increasing and are guaranteed to train
with a maximum error less than a user-given threshold 𝜖 . Each
model includes two parameters 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 and 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 . for a given
𝑘𝑒𝑦, PLIN uses (1) to predict the position of the key.

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑘𝑒𝑦) = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 × 𝑘𝑒𝑦 + 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 (1)

In addition to the learned nodes, PLIN contains other data struc-
tures, including the root node, the left/right buffers, and the over-
flow trees. Among them, the root node and the left/right buffers
are unique. The size of the root node is 256 bytes, which includes
index metadata and a set of node pointers. The index metadata
includes the minimum and maximum keys of the piecewise linear
model and a pointer to the left/right buffers. PLIN decides whether

to go to the learned nodes or the left/right buffers to lookup based
on which range the key falls in. The left/right buffers are used to
support the insertion of keys outside the coverage of the piecewise
linear model. PLIN uses a well-known NVM-oriented B+-tree called
Fast&Fair [14] as the left/right buffers and the overflow trees. Any
other NVM-oriented data structure can be used as an alternative.
The structure of the leaf and inner nodes will be described below.

3.2 Key Designs
To improve the read and write performance, PLIN is designed to
reduce the number of NVM blocks to be accessed for index oper-
ations and the number of CLWB and SFENCE instructions required
for insert operations. The novel designs of PLIN are as follows.

NVM-aware data placement. A search on a conventional
learned index might read many slots around the predicted slot
because the predicted position may not be exact as expected. Thus,
a search operation will read multiple NVM blocks. To solve this
problem, we propose an NVM-aware data placement strategy, en-
suring most searches only need to read one NVM block. The core
idea of the NVM-aware data placement is to adjust the data slot
when building nodes. (1) Why is the adjustment allowed? This is
because PLIN always remains some empty slots in a node. (2) How
to adjust the data slot when placing data? We first place the data
in the position obtained from the model calculation. If the position
has been used, we place the data in another slot within an NVM
block size (256 bytes). (3) How to deal with conflicts? We divide the
node space into NVM blocks and allow data to be offset within the
blocks. If the NVM block is full, an overflow tree will be used. (4)
What are the benefits of NVM-aware data placement? We decouple
the local search range from the maximum error of the model. Thus,
a local search need not access multiple NVM blocks.

Locally unordered, globally ordered leaf nodes. Inserting a
key using an in-place insertion strategy may cause the movement of
other keys, resulting in multiple write instructions. To ensure crash
consistency, these write instructions need to be isolated using the
SFENCE instructions and guaranteed to be persisted to NVM using
the CLWB instructions, which results in very costly data movement.
Unordered nodes are usually used to avoid data movement, but
each lookup requires scanning the entire node, so they are not suit-
able for the large nodes of a learned index. Therefore, we propose
locally unordered and globally ordered leaf nodes, which can re-
duce extra data movements and maintain high lookup performance
simultaneously. Specifically, PLIN uses an unordered design within
each block and keeps the order between blocks. As each model
is monotonically increasing, the NVM-aware data placement en-
sures the order between blocks. With this approach, each insertion
only needs to find an empty slot in the block to execute the write
instruction, which does not cause the movement of other keys.

Storing a model copy in the parent node. In a learned index,
when accessing a node, the model parameters need to be fetched
from the node header first. PLIN uses a piecewise linear approxi-
mation to fit the dataset, with each node corresponding to a linear
regression model. The parameter size of a linear regression model is
only a dozen bytes. However, an additional NVM block needs to be
accessed to obtain the model parameters, resulting in inefficient use
of the NVM block. To solve this problem, PLIN generates a copy of
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Figure 3: The structure of leaf nodes.

the parameters needed to perform the prediction, packed with the
key and pointer of the node in the parent node. This approach can
skip accessing the node header when accessing the node, improving
the efficiency of the NVM block usage.

Hierarchical insertion. The unordered node design is not suit-
able for inner nodes. This is because most operations in inner nodes
are lookup operations based on a lower bound, which can only be
performed in ordered arrays. Thus, the keys in an inner node of
PLIN are ordered. In the worst case, performing an insertion may
cause all the keys in the node to move position, which is very bad
for large nodes. PLIN uses a hierarchical insertion strategy to avoid
this case. In leaf nodes, PLIN guarantees to perform insertion every
time. Insertion may lead to splitting of a leaf node, which results
in insertions in an inner node. PLIN adopts an opportunistic in-
sertion strategy in inner nodes. Specifically, insertion is executed
only when an empty slot exists in the target block of the key to
be inserted. If an empty slot does not exist in the target block, this
insertion is stopped. The leaf node that is not inserted into the
parent node is called an orphan node. PLIN uses a bidirectional
pointer to connect all the leaf nodes to ensure that the keys in the
orphan nodes can also be found. When the number of orphan nodes
is large, PLIN rebuilds all inner nodes.

3.3 Structure of Leaf Nodes
The structure of leaf nodes in PLIN is shown in Fig. 3. Since the
access granularity of Intel Optane DC persistent memory is 256
bytes [40], we align the node space by 256 bytes and divide it into
blocks of 256 bytes size. The first block is used as the node header to
store node metadata, including locks, model parameters, number of
blocks, number of overflow keys, and the sibling pointers to the left
and right sibling nodes. The later blocks are used to store data. Each
block contains 15 leaf slots, and each leaf slot has a size of 16 bytes
and consists of an 8-byte key and an 8-byte payload. A payload can
either store a value whose size is not over eight bytes or a pointer
to a value larger than eight bytes. The first 16 bytes of each block
are used as the block header. Among these, eight bytes are used to
store a lock, a block version, and a global version, and the other
eight bytes store a pointer to the overflow tree. The overflow tree
is constructed only when necessary, and a null pointer is stored if
the overflow tree does not exist.

The leaf nodes of PLIN use the in-place insertion strategy and
the NVM-aware data placement strategy. When building a leaf
node, we allocate twice as much space (same as B+-tree) to support
insertions and extend the mapping of the model to the scaled node
space. Then, we use the model to predict the position of each key
and place the key and the corresponding payload into any free leaf

Figure 4: The structure of inner nodes.

slot in the block predicted by themodel. If the block is full, the data is
inserted into the overflow tree. The leaf nodes are partially ordered,
i.e., keys within a block are unordered, but all blocks are ordered.
The idea of making keys unordered in a block can avoid additional
data movements during insertions which generate additional write
instructions. However, as the models are monotonically increasing,
it is natural to keep order between blocks. In a leaf node, we do
not use a bitmap to mark whether the leaf slot is occupied or not.
Instead, since the model coverage is limited, we use a key outside
the model coverage as a free flag to fill the free slots in a node.
Specifically, PLIN uses the largest possible value of the key’s type
(e.g., 65535 for uint16_t) as the free flag and stores the keys with the
largest possible value in the right buffer to avoid collisions. Thus,
the free flag is consistent across nodes and needs not to be updated
when rebuilding a node. The delete flag is implemented similarly.

3.4 Structure of Inner Nodes
We also make the space of an inner node 256-byte aligned and
divide it into 256-byte blocks. The first block stores metadata and
the others store data. Each block contains eight 32-byte inner slots.

As shown in Fig. 4, an inner slot contains an eight-byte key and
a pointer to a child node. An inner slot also contains a copy of the
parameters of the child node, including the model parameters 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒
and 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 and the number of blocks in the child node. Using
these three parameters, we can predict the position of the key in the
child node before accessing the child node without having to access
the header of the child node. When performing the prediction, the
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 does not need too much precision since it needs to be
rounded at the end, and we allocate four bytes for it. We allocate
four bytes for the number of blocks, which can support nodes with
up to 64 billion slots and cope with almost all cases. An inner slot
also contains some special bits, where 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 is used to mark whether
the child node is a leaf node or an inner node, and 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 is used to
mark whether the child node is splitting, which contains a read lock
and a write lock. On today’s AMD64 and Intel® 64 architectures,
only 48 bits of the pointer are valid, and we integrate these two
special bits into the eight bytes of the pointer. A key outside the
coverage of the model is also used as a free flag in an inner node to
fill all free inner slots.

All slots in an inner node are stored in order, and we also use
the NVM-aware data placement for inner nodes. When building an
inner node, we prioritize the placement of a key in the block pre-
dicted by the model. Unlike the leaf nodes, we allow the key using
the space of the subsequent blocks if the block is full. Therefore, no
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overflow block exists in an inner node. Instead, we allocate addi-
tional 𝜖/𝑁 blocks for each inner node to ensure that the overflow
data in the last block can be loaded, where 𝜖 is the error threshold
of the model and 𝑁 is the number of inner slots in each block.

4 OPERATIONS OF PLIN
4.1 Query
PLIN supports point and range queries. The input of a point query
is a key, and the output is the payload corresponding to the key.
In the index metadata, we reserve the coverage of the piecewise
linear model, i.e., a minimum key and a maximum key. The query
first visits the metadata and determines whether the target key is
within the coverage of the model. If it is, we need to access the root
node; otherwise, we access the left/right buffer. When accessing
each node of PLIN except the root node, we use a copy of that
node’s model parameters in the parent node to predict the position
of the target key in the node. Since the inner nodes of PLIN use
an opportunistic insertion strategy, there are a small number of
orphan nodes in the leaf nodes. An orphan node can only be found
through its left sibling node. Since no parent node exists for an
orphan node, it is necessary to access the node header to obtain
the model parameters. Then, we perform a local search based on
the predicted position. If the node is an inner node, we search left
or right until we find the largest key in the node that is less than
or equal to the target key. If the node is a leaf node, we compute
the starting address of the block where the predicted position is
located and scan the entire block. If the target key is found, the
corresponding payload is returned. Otherwise, the current block is
checked to see if there is an overflow tree. If it exists, the overflow
tree is searched. Since we use a piecewise linear approximation
algorithm to train the model, we can guarantee the maximum error
of the model is less than a threshold 𝜖 .

The input of a range query is a lower bound and an upper bound,
and the output is all the indexed keys covered by the range as well
as the corresponding payloads of the keys. The first half of the
range query proceeds the same as the point query, where we find
the leaf node and the block where the smallest key greater than
or equal to the lower bound is located. Then, since all leaf nodes
of PLIN are ordered, and all blocks in a leaf node are also ordered,
we perform a block-grained scan, which processes one block and
its corresponding overflow tree until a key larger than the upper
bound is found. Since the leaf nodes are linked by bidirectional
pointers, the scanning process does not need to backtrack the inner
nodes.

4.2 Upsert
PLIN requires the key in the index to be unique and supports upsert
operations. When a key and its payload need to be inserted into
PLIN, we need not perform a lookup to determine whether the
target key already exists in the index. The upsert interface of PLIN
can make this judgment automatically. If the target key does not
exist, the key and payload are inserted into the index. If the target
key exists, the payload of the key is changed to the newer one. The
first half of the upsert process is the same as the point query, which
requires first finding the leaf node where the target key is located.
Then, we use the model to predict a block in the leaf node and scan

this block. If there is a target key in the predicted block, the update
is executed. Otherwise, the algorithm tries to perform an insertion.
We scan the predicted block again and look for a free slot, i.e., the
key of the slot equals the free flag. If a free slot is found, we insert
the key and payload into the slot. Specifically, we first write the
eight-byte payload, and then write the eight-byte key.

The upsert operation of PLIN is crash consistent. After an up-
date or insertion, we use a CLWB instruction to write the cacheline
back to NVM and an SFENCE instruction to isolate the subsequent
write instructions. In the case of insertion, we need to write two
eight-byte contents, i.e., two CPU write instructions are required.
However, we only need to use one CLWB instruction and one SFENCE
instruction. Since the node space is aligned by 256 bytes, the con-
tents of the same leaf slot must be in the same cacheline. The CPU
can guarantee that the write operations in the same cacheline will
be executed in order. Therefore, the write of the payload and the
key will not be disordered. One problem is that the writing payload
is completed, but the key has not been written into the node. If the
system crashes between a key write and a payload write, since the
key of the leaf slot still equals the free flag, it is recognized as a free
slot, and the status of the index remains unchanged, meaning that
the insertion is automatically aborted. In the inner nodes, we also
use a similar method to insert an inner slot.

If a free slot is not found in the predicted block, the upsert of the
overflow tree needs to be executed. We have slightly modified the
source code of Fast&Fair to make it support the upsert interface. Its
upsert algorithm returns a flag that tells PLINwhether the execution
is an update or an insertion. If it is an insert, we add one parameter
𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑤_𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 stored in the node header. A leaf node uses this
parameter to count the amount of overflow data in the node and to
decide whether to perform a split. If the overflow data exceeds a
percentage of the node size, the algorithm returns a split flag, which
informs PLIN of performing a split operation. The split operation
is done by a background thread, and the thread responsible for the
upsert operation does not need to wait for it.

4.3 Structure-Modified Operations
When a certain upsert returns a split flag, PLIN performs a split
operation for the leaf node. First, the left and right siblings of the
target node need to be recorded. Then, we scan all the data in the
target node, retrain the model, and build a new set of leaf nodes. Un-
like the B+-trees, a split operation in PLIN may yield more than two
new nodes or only one node. The number of new nodes depends
on the number of segments output by the piecewise linear approx-
imation algorithm [39]. We use the REDO logging to guarantee
the crash consistency of split operations. Although some NVM-
oriented B+-trees proposed to use a log-free manner [1, 14, 24], it is
not costly to use logs in PLIN because the nodes of PLIN are large,
and split operations will not be triggered frequently. Relatively,
each split is more expensive, so using logs for split operations does
not add many extra costs. We use the REDO logging to ensure
that all pointer-modification operations generated by a split opera-
tion are done. The pointer modification operations include sibling
pointer updates in left/right sibling nodes and pointer updates and
insertions in the parent node.
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Figure 5: The hierarchical insertion strategy.

Figure 6: Bulk rebuilding of inner nodes.

As shown in Fig. 5, PLIN uses different insertion strategies for
nodes at different layers. For leaf nodes, PLIN uses a deterministic
insertion strategy to ensure that the new key can be inserted into
the index. Note that PLIN’s overflow tree is a B+-tree that can grow
without limit. Therefore, any insert operation in a leaf node will not
fail even if the leaf node is full. For the parent nodes of leaf nodes,
PLIN uses an opportunistic insertion strategy to insert the new leaf
nodes generated by a split into the parent node. First, we use the
model to locate a block in the node and then look for a free inner
slot inside. If found, we perform the insertion. If not found, the
insertion is aborted, but the splitting will not be canceled. Then, the
leaf node produced by the splitting becomes an orphan node, which
is linked to its left sibling node. Since all the slots in an inner node
are ordered, the opportunistic insertion strategy prevents a single
insertion from causing many data movements. The opportunistic
insertion strategy guarantees that only the parent nodes of leaf
nodes will perform insertions. Since no splitting is triggered in
the parent nodes, no insertion will occur in the upper layer of the
parent nodes. PLIN monitors the number of orphan nodes. When
the number of orphan nodes exceeds a certain percentage of the
total number of leaf nodes, PLIN rebuilds all inner nodes, as shown
in Fig. 6. The rebuild operation eventually modifies the root node
pointer and ensures crash consistency.

4.4 Delete
When a record needs to be deleted, PLIN finds the target key in the
block and updates it to a delete flag. Similar to the free flag, the
delete flag is also a key outside the coverage of the model, but is
not equal to the free flag. The query operations will skip the slot
with a delete flag, while the upsert operations treats it as a free slot.
Similar to the state-of-the-art indices [10, 38], the delete operation
in PLIN does not result in node merging because real-world data
tends to grow over time.

4.5 Bulk Load
PLIN requires learning the distribution of the dataset, so it does not
support the case of inserting from zero. We propose to use a B+-tree
to handle this case and convert the index to PLIN when the dataset
size increases. A bulk load interface is provided by PLIN to load the
dataset. The bulk load requires the input data to be arranged in the
order of the key. We use the OptimalPLR algorithm [39] to scan a
trip to the dataset and get a set of models. After that, leaf nodes
are built using each model and the corresponding piece of data
in turn. We use the minimum key of each node as a new dataset
to construct the inner nodes and recursively execute this process
until the root node can load the output nodes. When building a
leaf node or an inner node, we first allocate extra space to the node
proportionally and adjust the mapping range of the model to the
whole node space. Then, we use the free flag to fill all leaf/inner
slots and use the NVM-aware data placement strategy to place data
into the slots.

4.6 Instant Recovery
Since NVM is a persistent storage device, the data structures on
NVM need to be guaranteed to recover quickly from a system
crash. As all the structures of PLIN are reserved in NVM and all
upsert operations are atomic, PLIN can ensure instant recovery.
During recovery, we only need to check the REDO log and re-
execute the pointer update operations in the log, which is updated
during structure-modified operations. Note that APEX [25] uses
many DRAM structures in its implementation. Thus, it needs to
rebuild the structures in DRAM during a recovery process, which
is time-consuming and will lower the throughput.

5 CONCURRENCY
Using node-level locking mechanisms is inefficient because learned
indices use huge nodes and result in expensive costs in node split-
ting. Some learned indices on DRAM use a two-phase compaction
mechanism based on read-copy-update (RCU) to support lock-
free node splitting [23, 35]. However, the two-phase compaction
mechanism causes write amplification and is unsuitable for use
on NVM. PLIN adopts optimistic concurrency control [21, 22] and
fine-grained locking with the following design principles: (1) Min-
imize the time to lock the entire node. (2) Accessing additional
NVM blocks due to lock acquisition should be avoided unless a
structure-modified operation occurs.

PLIN uses multiple granularities of locks and versions. In the
index header, PLIN reserves a global lock 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑔 and a global version
𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑔 . In the node header in an inner node or a leaf node, PLIN
reserves a node-level lock 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑖 or 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑙 , respectively. In the block
header of a block in a leaf node, PLIN reserves a 1-bit block-level
lock 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑏 , a 31-bit global version 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑔 , and a 32-bit block-level
version 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑏 . In the following, we describe how PLIN uses these
locks and versions for concurrency control.

Reader-writer coordination. PLIN adopts optimistic concur-
rency control for reader-writer coordination. Query operations
need to check 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑏 but do not need to modify it. Upsert operations
and delete operations need to acquire 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑏 and update 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑏
before writing in a slot. The query operations check 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑏 once
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when checking 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑏 and after fetching the record. If 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑏 ob-
tained twice are equal, the read is successful; otherwise, the record
must be fetched again. Since both 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑏 and 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑏 are located
inside the block, we need not access an additional NVM block.

Writer-writer coordination. Upsert operations and delete op-
erations require acquiring 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑏 and updating 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑏 . 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑏 is
used to block other write operations, so a block (containing the
overflow tree) allows only one thread to perform a write operation
at a time. Since PLIN uses block-level locks instead of node-level
locks, the blocking probability is substantially reduced. Note that
the use of fine-grained locks presupposes that PLIN uses an NVM-
aware data placement policy. Write operations in other learned
indices (e.g., ALEX [10]) involve the entire memory space of the
node, so fine-grained locks cannot be used.

Splitting of leaf nodes.A split operation of a leaf node requires
using node-level locks. 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑙 contains three status bits, which are
used to indicate blocking split operations, blockingwrite operations,
and blocking read operations, respectively. When a node splitting
occurs, (1) acquire 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑙 in the splitting node and the left and right
sibling nodes, set the lock status of the splitting node to block
split operations and write operations, and set the lock status of the
left and right sibling nodes to block split operations. (2) Get the
data in the splitting node, train new models, and build new leaf
nodes. (3) Acquire 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑖 in the parent node to block other write
operations and add blocking read operations to the lock status of
𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑙 in the splitting node. (4) Update the left and right sibling node
pointers and update the pointers in the parent node. (5) Release all
locks. In step (1), if any lock acquisition fails, this split operation
will be abandoned immediately without blocking the subsequent
operations of the thread. Since the overflow trees in PLIN have no
capacity limit, giving up a split operation does not cause the node to
be unable to insert new records. The next insert operation on that
node will cause PLIN to try a split operation again. In addition, most
of the time in a split operation is spent on step (2), which does not
block read operations. Finally, since read/write operations require
checking the read/write status of 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑙 , PLIN reserve a copy of these
two status bits in the inner slot in the parent node. Therefore, read
and write operations do not need to access the node header to check
the lock status.

Rebuilding of inner nodes. A split operation is not allowed
during the rebuilding of inner nodes in PLIN. 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑔 is used to avoid
this kind of conflict. 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑔 contains a status bit and a 31-bit reference
count. When a node splitting occurs, the reference count will be
increased. When a rebuild operation is triggered, the status bit
of 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑔 is set to block split operations. After this, no new split
operations are allowed. PLIN waits for the ongoing split operations
to complete and begins the rebuild operation. Similarly, a blocked
split operation does not need to wait but is aborted immediately.

Avoiding deadlocks. Since NVM is a persistent storage device,
deadlocks caused by crash recovery need to be avoided. The global
lock and node-level locks are used only when a structure-modified
operation occurs, so we can complete the operation and release the
locks by checking REDO logs. For the block-level locks, PLIN uses
𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑔 to avoid deadlocks. PLIN reserves 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑔 in the index
header and updates the version number after a recovery. When a
write operation acquires 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑏 , it checks 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑔 in the block, and
only a lock with matching 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑔 is valid. If 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑔 does not

Table 1: Server configuration.

Component Description

CPU Intel® Xeon® Gold 6242 CPU
Dual-socket with 40 cores at 3.1GHz

L1 cache 32 KB iCache & 32 KB dCache (per-core)
L2 cache 1 MB (per core)
L3 cache 36 MB (per socket)

Total DRAM 256 GB (2 (socket) x 4 (channel) x 32 GB)
Total NVM 2,048 GB (2 (socket) x 4 (channel) x 256 GB)

match, which means 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑏 is out-of-date, 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑔 is updated to the
new one when 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑏 is fetched.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first detail the experimental settings and then
report the comparative results between PLIN and other indices.

6.1 Experimental Setup
We conduct experiments on a server equippedwith real Intel Optane
DC persistent memory. Table 1 shows the environment configura-
tion for the experiments. The server contains 256 GB DRAM and
2,048 GB Intel Optane DC persistent memory, equally distributed
over two Sockets. We configure all Optane modules to App-Direct
mode and create a DAX-aware ext4 file system. Then, we mount
the file system using the DAX option.

Datasets.We use three datasets in our experiments, namely, the
Normal dataset, the Lognormal dataset, and the OSM dataset. In
the first two datasets, the keys are randomly generated numbers.
The keys in the OSM dataset are the earth longitude attribute of
the entity object extracted from the OpenStreetMap dataset1. Each
dataset has 200M key-value pairs, where both the key and value
size is 8 bytes. The keys in each dataset are unique.

Competitors.We compare PLINwith fiveNVM-oriented indices
and use their open-source codes in our evaluation, including APEX2,
TLBtree3, Fast&Fair4, ROART5, and PACTree6. TLBtree [26, 27] and
Fast&Fair [14] are two state-of-the-art NVM-oriented B+-tree-like
indices. PACTree [15] and ROART [28] are two state-of-the-art
NVM-oriented trie-like indices. APEX [25] is the state-of-the-art
learned index designed for the NVM+DRAM hybrid memory ar-
chitecture. It maintains sophisticated data structures on DRAM
to accelerate the query and write process. As APEX is the only
NVM-aware learned index, we also include it in the comparison.
However, to make the comparison fair and without changing the
key idea of APEX, we place all its data structures on NVM to make
it suitable for the NVM-only architecture. Specifically, when APEX
needs to allocate memory for a DRAM structure, we will allocate
a piece of persistent memory for it. The DRAM structures include
locks, metadata, stash bitmaps, accelerators, and overflow buck-
ets [25]. Write operations on these structures do not use the CLWB
1The OpenStreetMap dataset. https://registry.opendata.aws/osm.
2APEX source code. https://github.com/baotonglu/apex.
3TLBtree source code. https://github.com/ypluo/TLBtree.
4Fast&Fair source code. https://github.com/DICL/FAST_FAIR.
5ROART source code. https://github.com/madsys-dev/ROART.
6PACtree source code. https://github.com/cosmoss-vt/pactree.
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and SFENCE instructions because they are not required to guaran-
tee crash consistency. Note that we also include the experimental
comparison between PLIN and the original APEX version running
on DRAM and NVM in Section 6.5. To make the presentation clear,
in the following text, we use the notation "APEX" to represent
the APEX implementation for the NVM-only architecture and use
"APEX(hybrid)" to indicate the original APEX implementation for
the DRAM-NVM hybrid architecture.

We implemented PLIN using C++. We use PMDK to handle large
chunks of persistent memory allocation and use the memory allo-
cator offered by TLBtree [27] to allocate small chunks for nodes
efficiently. TLBtree and Fast&Fair also use the same interface. For
APEX, PACtree, and ROART,we use their own persistentmemory al-
locators. The leaf node size of TLBtree/Fast&Fair/ROART/PACtree
is set to 256/512/1024/1024 bytes. All competitors use CLWB and
SFENCE instructions to ensure crash consistency. Because we do
not focus on the optimization of the NUMA effect, all the persis-
tent memory is allocated on one NUMA node, and all tasks are
running on the same node. Each set of experiments uses the "-O3"
optimization. Before each experiment, we execute 100 million query
operations as a warm-up to ensure that the CPU cache is used effi-
ciently. Note that all indices (except the original APEX discussed in
Section 6.5) only use the NVM capacity, i.e., all the structures and
data of an index are placed on NVM.

Default parameters. Some adjustable parameters are used in
the PLIN implementation. If we do not talk about them specifically,
we use the default values of the parameters in our experiments.
We set the block size in the leaf/inner nodes to 256 bytes to match
the NVM block granularity for a good locality. The OptimalPLR
algorithm [39] requires a maximum error 𝜖 for the input. If we
use a larger 𝜖 , each model can cover more data, thus reducing the
number of nodes and decreasing the tree height. However, using
a larger 𝜖 may lead to more overflow data. We use a large 𝜖 , i.e.,
256, in the leaf nodes to ensure that the tree is flat enough. And we
use a small 𝜖 , i.e., 16, in the inner nodes to reduce overflow data in
the inner nodes. Since PLIN can significantly reduce the number of
leaf nodes, using inner nodes with loose density will not incur high
space costs. Therefore, we set the initial fill rate of inner nodes to
20% to avoid frequent triggering of rebuilding. Moreover, we set
the maximum overflow rate to 30% and trigger node splitting if
the amount of the overflow data exceeds this rate. Also, we set the
maximum orphan rate to 10% and start rebuilding inner nodes if
the number of the orphan nodes exceeds this rate.

6.2 Read and Write Performance
In this experiment, we run all indices on five workloads that have
different read and write ratios, namely write-only, upsert, write-
heavy (50% write and 50% read), read-heavy (5% write and 95%
read), and read-only. The last three workloads correspond to YCSB
A, B, and C workloads [8], respectively. Each write operation ex-
cept upsert inserts a new key into the index. The workload upsert
consists of 50% insertions and 50% updates. The read and update
operations in all workloads follow the Zipfian (𝑧𝑖𝑝 𝑓 =0.99) distribu-
tion. The experiments scale from one thread to 40 threads. When
the number of threads is less than or equal to 20, each thread uses a
separate physical core. When the number of threads exceeds 20, the

exceeding threads will use hyper-threading. Figures (7-9) show the
throughput of PLIN and the other five indices on the three datasets.
The unit of the Y-axis is𝑀𝑜𝑝𝑠 , which means one million read/write
operations per second. We observe that PLIN exhibits much better
performance than the other indices on all workloads and datasets.
Note that the running time of PLIN includes all inner-node rebuild-
ing time.

Figures (7-9)(a) show the throughput of the six indices on the
read-only workload, PLIN scales nearly linearly to the thread num-
ber.When the thread number varies from 1 to 8, the read throughput
of PLIN is slightly lower than that of APEX. However, when the
thread number increases from 16 to 40, APEX does not get many
benefits, but PLIN shows an explicit throughput increase and even-
tually achieves up to 2.01 times higher throughput than APEX. We
can see that APEX has a performance drop when the number of
threads is increased from 20 to 24, this is because of the impact of
hyper-threading. In contrast, PLIN is not affected significantly. By
analyzing the runtime statistics of APEX and PLIN, we find that the
query process of APEX requires accessingmore NVM blocks. Specif-
ically, for a query operation, the model, locks, and data of the leaf
node are located in different NVM blocks. Moreover, each query of
APEX needs to update the metadata. Therefore, the contention for
NVM bandwidth limits its scalability. In PLIN, accessing the model
and locks of a leaf node does not result in additional NVM block
accesses. However, APEX usually needs to scan only one cacheline
in a leaf node to find the target key, while PLIN usually needs to
scan more than two cachelines. Therefore, the single-threaded read
performance of APEX is slightly higher than that of PLIN.

Figures (7-9)(b) show the throughput of the six indices on the
write-only workload. The figures show that PLIN achieves the
best performance and scalability compared to other indices. More
specifically, when the thread number varies from one to eight, PLIN
scales nearly linearly due to the fine-grained lockmechanism.While
the thread number increases from 16 to 40, the growth of PLIN’s
throughput becomes slow. PLIN achieves 1.38-1.41 times higher
throughput than the second place under 40 threads. We can see that
APEX also scales well when the thread number varies from one to
eight.While the thread number ranges from 16 to 40, the throughput
of APEX is even decreasing, and it gets the worst performance under
40 threads. This is because APEX requires metadata and auxiliary
data structures to be updated during insertions, resulting inmultiple
NVM writes. It can cause severe NVM bandwidth contention in
multi-thread concurrent environments.

Figures (7-9)(c) and (d) show the throughput of the six indices
on the mixed workload. We can see that PLIN achieves the best
performance again. More specially, all the indices exhibit a similar
performance trend on the read-heavy workload and the read-only
workload, and PLIN achieves 2.22-2.49 times higher throughput
than the second place under 40 threads. For the write-heavy work-
load, all the indices have the same trend as the write-only workload,
and PLIN achieves 1.45-1.50 times higher throughput than the sec-
ond place under 40 threads. We can see that PLIN performs better
when the workload has a higher read ratio. This is because the per-
formance improvement of PLIN is mainly owing to the reduction
of the index height and the number of NVM blocks accessed.
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Figure 7: Throughput on the Normal dataset.

Figure 8: Throughput on the Lognormal dataset.

Figure 9: Throughput on the OSM dataset.

Figures (7-9)(e) show the performance of the six indices on the
workload upsert. We observe that the performance of upsert op-
erations follows a similar trend as it exhibits on the write-only
workload. PLIN also scales well when the thread number ranges
from one to eight, while the performance stops scaling beyond 16
threads because of the impact of synchronization. However, PLIN
still achieves the best performance, and its throughput on the upsert
workload is about 1.46 times higher than the second place under
40 threads.

We observe that the read and write performance of PLIN and
APEX is affected by the data distribution. PLIN achieves the best
read performance on the Normal dataset and the best write per-
formance on the OSM dataset. APEX performs best on the OSM
dataset for both read and write. Although both PLIN and APEX
aim to fit the data distribution, there are still some data that are
hard to be fitted, which will cause performance degradation. The
performance of ROART and PACTree is also influenced by the data
distribution because they both adopt the trie structure. Hence, differ-
ent datasets may produce different index structures, which impact

the performance. In summary, PLIN can achieve high and scalable
performance on read-intensive and write-intensive workloads.

6.3 Performance with Varying Access Patterns
In this experiment, we evaluate the query performance when vary-
ing the access pattern. We main vary the skewness of accesses to
see whether PLIN can maintain the performance superiority over
other indices.

Figure 10(a) shows the query throughput on the three datasets
under 20 threads with random accessing patterns. It can be seen
from the figure that PLIN is still the fastest one among the six
indices. Figure 10(b) shows the query throughput on the Lognormal
dataset under 20 threads with varying skewness, indicating that all
the indices achieve better performance with higher skewness. High
skewness means that most accesses focus on a small set of hot keys;
therefore, the index can utilize the cache better. In addition, PLIN
achieves the highest performance with all skewness, meaning that
it can maintain stable performance for different access patterns.
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Figure 10: Throughput under the uniform and Zipfian distri-
butions with varying skewness.

Figure 11: Comparison of the bulk load time.

6.4 Bulk-Load Performance
Figure 11(a) shows the bulk load times of PLIN and competitors
on different datasets, with 100 million keys loaded for each set of
experiments. Among the six indices, only PLIN and APEX provide
a bulk load interface. Since the other four indices do not provide a
bulk load interface, we call their insert interfaces to insert keys one
by one. We can see that the bulk load speeds of PLIN and APEX are
much faster than other indices. On all datasets, PLIN consumes less
than 15 seconds, while APEX consumes 2x more time than PLIN.
Moreover, the other four indices consume at least 100 seconds. This
is because the fitting algorithm used by PLIN requires only one scan
of the dataset, i.e., it has an 𝑂 (𝑛) time complexity. Also, since the
node number and the tree height of PLIN are much less than those
of other competitors, PLIN builds fewer nodes and processes fewer
layers recursively, helping accelerate the bulk loading process. Fig-
ure 11(b) shows the bulk load time with different dataset sizes. The
bulk load time for PLIN and other indices grows linearly with the
dataset size. PLIN is consistently faster than the other competitors,
suggesting its high performance in training models and building
the index structure.

6.5 Comparison with the Original APEX
In this section, we compare PLIN with the original APEX, which is
denoted as "APEX(hybrid)".

Read and write performance. This experiment was performed
on the Lognormal dataset. As shown in Fig. 12(a), APEX(hybrid)
achieves higher read performance when the thread number scales
from 1 to 20. However, its performance decreases when the number

Figure 12: Throughput comparison with APEX(hybrid).

Table 2: Runtime states of PLIN and APEX(hybrid).

Index Dataset #inner
nodes

#leaf
nodes

Fill rate in
leaf nodes

Overflow rate
in leaf nodes DRAM size PM size

(without data)

PLIN

Normal 5 589 89.69% 10.30% 0 MB 0.13 MB

Lognormal 12 776 89.70% 10.29% 0 MB 0.18 MB

OSM 30 4224 90.81% 9.08% 0 MB 0.92 MB

APEX
(hybrid)

Normal 1 23450 80.28% 2.91% 759.66 MB 9.23 MB

Lognormal 587 22689 80.30% 2.87% 756.71 MB 24.35 MB

OSM 557 25814 80.63% 2.37% 653.56 MB 11.11 MB

of threads is increased from 20 to 24. This is due to the impact of
hyper-threading. PLIN is only slightly affected by hyper-threading
and outperforms APEX(hybrid) in read performance when the num-
ber of threads is greater than 32. Figure 12(b) shows that the write
throughput of APEX(hybrid) is higher than that of PLIN. This is be-
cause that APEX(hybrid) has many accelerating structures residing
in DRAM, ensuring that it can have fewer NVM writes than PLIN.

Space efficiency. In this experiment, we build PLIN and
APEX(hybrid) on the three datasets and measure their space effi-
ciency. For each dataset, we first load half of the data using the
bulk load interface and then insert the other half. Table 2 shows
the runtime states of PLIN and APEX(hybrid). We can see that
PLIN has a flat structure on all datasets. On both the Normal and
Lognormal datasets, PLIN has only hundreds of leaf nodes and is
only three layers high. While APEX(hybrid) has tens of thousands
of leaf nodes on all three datasets.

Compared with APEX(hybrid), PLIN has higher space efficiency.
We divide the space cost into two parts, namely the data fill rate and
the index size. The index size is composed of the DRAM size and the
PM size. The data fill rate refers to the percentage of filled data-slots
in leaf nodes. Table 2 shows that the fill rate of APEX(hybrid) is
∼80%, while PLIN has a higher fill rate up to ∼90%. This is because
the node splits in PLIN are not triggered by the data filling of nodes
but are only invoked when the percentage of the overflow data
reaches 30%. We observe that the overflow data percentage in PLIN
is ∼10%. The second part of the space cost is the index size without
data slots, including inner nodes and the metadata of leaf nodes.
As shown in Table 2, PLIN only takes less than 1 MB PM spaces,
while APEX(hybrid) takes over 10 MB PM spaces on average. In
addition, PLIN does not use any DRAM space, but APEX(hybrid)
consumes up to 700 MB of DRAM space because it maintains many
data structures in DRAM.
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Figure 13: Comparison of the recovery performance.

Recovery. This experiment aims to evaluate the recovery time.
First, we use the Lognormal dataset and load 100 million keys.
Then, we start another process to recover the index and execute
queries simultaneously. Because all the structures of PLIN are placed
on persistent memory, PLIN can achieve instant recovery. The
experiment shows that PLIN’s recovery takes 15.387 ms on average.
APEX(hybrid) achieves a similar result (16.146 ms) because it defers
the real recovery work to runtime [25]. We also test the recovery
time of PLIN in the worst case, i.e., the recovery process is killed
during node splits or rebuilding, and the result shows both cases
only incur an overhead of ∼30 `s.

Figure 13 shows the trend of throughput since the beginning of
recovery. APEX(hybrid) exhibits a low throughput at the beginning
of recovery because it has to recover the DRAM structures. As
a result, APEX(hybrid) takes about 1,700 ms (one thread) or 160
ms (20 threads) to resume its normal throughput, while PLIN can
instantly resume a high throughput at the very beginning of the
recovery.

6.6 Overhead of Structure-Modified Operations
In this experiment, we study the overhead of structure-modified
operations during insertions. We use the OSM dataset and the
write-only workload and measure the overhead of splitting a leaf
node, rebuilding inner nodes, and writing logs during splitting. The
results show that the overhead of splitting a leaf node is 1.40%
of the total overhead, the overhead of rebuilding inner nodes is
0.007% of the total overhead, and the overhead of writing logs is
0.0006% of the total overhead and 0.046% of the splitting overhead.
The average overhead of each splitting is 793 `s, and the average
overhead of each rebuilding is 2.258 ms. Although the overhead of a
single structure-modified operation is a bit high, the total overhead
of structure-modified operations is low because such operations are
not triggered frequently. In addition, the percentage of the writing
logs overhead among all overheads is quite low.

6.7 Impact of PLIN Design Choices
In this section, we study the impact of PLIN design choices on read
and write performance and latency.

Locally unordered, globally ordered leaf nodes. This exper-
iment aims to reveal the impact of the design of locally unordered
and globally ordered leaf nodes in PLIN. Thus, we change the leaf
nodes of PLIN to be ordered and keep the other designs unchanged.
We find that it causes a dramatic drop in write performance. In

particular, in the single-thread environment, the write throughput
of PLIN is 0.29 𝑀𝑜𝑝𝑠 (78% drop). In the 20-thread environment,
the write throughput of PLIN is 3.68 𝑀𝑜𝑝𝑠 (62% drop). Such per-
formance drops are caused by the additional data movements in
the ordered leaf nodes when inserting keys, which introduce many
extra CLWB and SFENCE instructions.

Storing a model copy in the parent node. To measure the
impact of storing a model copy in the parent node, we remove the
model copy mechanism and leave the other designs unchanged.
When removing the model copy, we can infer that each operation
has to access the node header to obtain the model parameters
and node-level locks, which needs additional NVM block accesses,
causing the degradation in performance. The experimental result
shows that in the single-thread environment, the read throughput of
PLIN is 2.29𝑀𝑜𝑝𝑠 (38% drop) and the write throughput is 1.10𝑀𝑜𝑝𝑠

(18% drop). In the 20-threaded environment, the read throughput
of PLIN is 45.44𝑀𝑜𝑝𝑠 (37% drop) and the write throughput is 8.28
𝑀𝑜𝑝𝑠 (15% drop). All the results demonstrate the efficiency of the
model copy mechanism in PLIN.

Other design choices of structure-modified operations. The
performance of structure-modified operations in PLIN are impacted
by background threads and orphan nodes, which are used to re-
duce the tail latency. In this experiment, we disable all background
threads and let structure-modified operations be done in the fore-
ground. The result shows that the 99.999% tail latency increases
from 25.94 `s to 757.39 `s (29.20 times increase). Next, we disable
all orphan nodes, which will cause the frequent rebuilding of inner
nodes. In this case, the 99.9999% tail latency increases from 636.97
`s to 2222.32 `s (3.49 times increase). Thus, we conclude that the
design of background threads and orphan nodes in PLIN is efficient.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we presented PLIN, a persistent learned index for
the NVM-only memory architecture. The main contribution of
PLIN is that it lowers the height of NVM-oriented tree indices by
incorporating the learned index structure. We proposed several
new designs in PLIN, including NVM-aware data placement, locally
unordered and globally ordered leaf nodes, storing a model copy
in the parent node, and a hierarchical insertion strategy. We also
adopted optimistic concurrency control and fine-grained locking
mechanisms to improve the scalability of PLIN. The experimental
results showed that PLIN achieved higher performance and faster
recovery than several NVM-oriented indices and the state-of-the-
art persistent learned index APEX. In the future, we will focus on
the adaptivity of PLIN to the NVM-only and NVM-DRAM-based
hybrid architecture. We notice that both architectures have their
own advantages, but neither of them can satisfy various demands.
Therefore, a better solution is to find out some adaptive approach
to ensure that the index can run on both architectures. In addition,
we will devise new techniques to support duplicated keys in PLIN.
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